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The N -Number Game for Real Numbers 
WILLIAM A. WEBB 
If So is an n-tuple of real numbers, define a sequence {Sf} by S; = DSj _, where 
D(a" .. . ,an) = (la, - a2 1, la2 - all , ... , Ian - ad). 
Such a sequence may terminate in all zeros, cycle, or continue indefinitely without repeating. 
Questions concerning the dimension of the set of So which produce cycles are studied. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Given an n-tuple of real numbers S = (x" X 2 , ... , xn) we obtain a sequence of n-tuples 
So = S, S" S2' ... defined by the rule Sk+' = DSk where the operator D is defined by 
D(a" a2 , •• • , an) = (la, - a21, la2 - a31,···, lan_, - ani, Ian - a,I). This sequence will 
be called the n-number game. 
Questions concerning the behaviour of Sk as k --+ 00 have been studied in a number of 
papers [I H9]. The best known result concerns those S for which the Xi are integers (or rational 
numbers). In this case Sk = (0,0, ... ,0) for sufficiently large k if n = 21. Such a sequence 
is said to terminate. If n '" 21 then the sequence {Sk} may either terminate or cycle. 
However, if S has irrational elements, then it is possible that the sequence {Sd 
neither terminates nor cycles. The simplest example of this has been noticed several 
times [2], [6], [7], [8], if r is the positive root of x"-' - x"-2 - ... - x - I = 0 then 
S = (rn-', rn- 2, ••• , r, 1) is such an example. In [2], Burmester, Forcade and Jacobs ask 
if this is essentially the only such sequence. Lotan [7] had already answered this question 
affirmatively for n = 4, and more recently Magyar [8] also gave a proof of this fact. In 
Section 3 we will give a somewhat shorter proof of this fact. The results of Section 2 will 
show that in general for n '" 21, most sequences {Sd neither terminate nor cycle. 
2. THE FAMILY TREE 
Given S, if T is such that Dk T = S then T is an ancestor of S. We will call T a k-ancestor 
if the question of which generation T belongs to is important. The set of all ancestors of 
S could be called the family tree of S. Note that a given S may have no parents (I-ancestors) 
or infinitely many. 
Two n-tuples, Sand T, will be called equivalent if one can be obtained from the other 
by the operations of (1) cyclic permutation, (2) reversal, (3) multiplication by a nonzero 
constant. It is clear that these operations do not affect the behaviour of the n-number game 
since all ancestors and descendants are affected in the obvious way, and produce essentially 
the same sequence {Sk}' Thus an S can be replaced by an equivalent Twhenever convenient. 
The operation of adding a constant to each member of S does not affect descendants of S 
but does affect ancestors. 
The following theorem is not new, but will be stated and proved in a form we will find 
useful. Throughout the paper it is understood that when necessary subscripts on n-tuples 
are always considered modulo n, so X n+, = X" Xo = Xn , etc. 
THEOREM 1. Given S = (a" a2, ... , an), suppose DX = D(X" X2, ... , xn) Sand 
Xj - x i + 1 = hj = Cjaj/or j = 1,2, ... ,n. The~ 
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(1) bl + ... + bn = 0 
(2) Xj = ex + bj + b j +1 + ... + b n - I where ex is any number. 
PROOF. Each Bj = ± 1 and the choice of sign reflects the magnitude pattern of the xj ; 
that is XI ~ X 2 or XI ~ X 2 , etc. This pattern is not unique, but not completely arbitrary. 
There are obviously only finitely many patterns possible. 
Equation (1) is obvious and (2) is obtained routinely by solving the system of equations 
Xj - xj + 1 = bj,j = 1, ... , n. 
Equation (1) can be written BI a l + ... + Bnan = 0 and gives a necesary and sufficient 
condition for T to have a parent, namely, that there exists a magnitude pattern, and hence 
Bj , which satisfies (1). This condition is often stated as Tmust be able to be partitioned into 
two subsets with equal sums. 
Theorem 1 shows what the set of parents of S must be like. X = B + exI where 
B = (b l + ... + bn_ l , ••• ,bn _ l , 0) and 1= (1,1, ... ,1). There may be finitely many 
B, corresponding to different permissible magnitude patterns, but each is a fixed vector. 
Hence, the set of parents of S is contained in a finite collection of I-dimensional subsets of 
[Rn. 
If we now look for 2-ancestors of S (parents of X) some size restrictions on ex are 
necessary. For example, X cannot be a parent if any element of X is negative. For this 
reason we usually require that all elements be nonnegative at all stages. Thus ex must be such 
that ex ~ -(bj + ... + bn _ l ) forj = 1, ... , n. 
We therefore make the following definition. 
DEFINTION. A set of vectors in [Rn is k-independent ifit consists of a nonempty countable 
collection of sets of vectors of the form B + ex l V; + ... + exk J-k where {V;, ... , Vk} is 
linearly independent and each exj may be chosen arbitrarily from some nonempty interval. 
(It is understood that a k-independent set may also include subsets which are k' -independent 
for k' < k.) 
THEOREM 2. If n = 2'(2N + 1) and S E [Rn then the family tree of S is at most 2' 
independent. 
PROOF. If Bj = ± 1 as in Theorem 1, DX = S may be written in matrix form MI X = S 
where MI = [mij], ma = Bi, mii+1 = -Bi, mij = 0 otherwise. (All subscripts are still con-
sidered modulo n.) There are 2n such matrices and ~ will be used to denote the appropriate 
such matrix at any step. 
If X is a k-ancestor of S then MI M2 ... MkX = S for some choice of M I , ... , M k. It 
thus suffices to show for all k, that the set of solutions of MI ... MkX = S is at most 2' 
independent. 
For a given k, if there are no solutions, we have nothing to prove. If XI is a particular 
solution and X* any solution then MI ... Mk(X* - XI) = 0 so X* = XI + X where X 
is in the null space of MI ... M k. Hence, it suffices to show that the nullity of MI ... Mk 
is at most 2', or equivalently, that the rank of MI ... Mk is at least n - 2'. 
Now the rank of any matrix with integer elements considered as a matrix over [R, is at 
least as large as the rank considered as a matrix over 7L2 • Hence, we consider MI ... Mk 
over 7L2 • Here, all of the ~ are the equal, namely ~ = M where rna = m i i + I = 1 and all 
other entries are zero. 
The j th row of M, and Mk, is simply the first row translated (j - 1) positions to the 
right. Since the first row of Mk determines all of Mk, we will denote the first row of Mk by 
(mk(l), ... , mk(n)). 
Suppose n -# 2', then for k = 2', mk(I) = 1 = mk(s) and mk(j) = 0 for allj -# 1, s; 
where s == k + 1 (mod n). The proof is by induction on t. The case t = 0 is obvious. If 
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true for k = 2' then by looking at the two nonzero entries in the first row of: 
(s) (2s - 1) (s) (2s - 1) 
10 ... 010 ... 000 ... 0 10 ... 010 ... 000 ... 0 
(s) 00 . .. 0 1 O ... 0 1 O ... 0 0 ... 0 1 O ... 0 1 O ... 0 
it is clear that m2t+ ,(I) = 1 + 0 = 1; m2t+I(s) = 1 + 1 = 0; m2/+1(2s - 1) = 0 + 1 = 1; 
m2/+ 1(J) = 0 + 0 for all other). Since 2s - 1 == 2(2' + 1) - 1 == 2t+J + 1 (mod n), the 
result holds for t + 1. 
If we now let R = r + h¢(2N + 1) for any positive integer h, it is easily seen that 
M2' = M2R. Since, 2hq,(2N+J) == 1 (mod (2N + 1», 
2,+hq,(2N+J) == 2'(mod 2'(2N + 1» , 
so 2R + 1 == 2' + 1 (mod n) . 
If n = 2' the same argument shows M 2' = O. 
Finally, since e(Mk+J) ~ e(Mk) and e(M2') = e(M2R) for a sequence R which is 
unbounded, e(Mk) = e(M2') for all k > 2'. Clearly e(M) = n - 1, so e(MHJ) ~ 
e(Mj) + e(M) - n = e(Mj) - 1, and e(M2') ~ n - 2', which completes the proof of 
theorem. (e denotes rank.) 
Theorem 2 can be used to examine how many S produce games which cycle-including 
terminating games which have a trivial cycle. The following lemma was originally proved 
for S having integer entries, but the proof remains unchanged for real entries [2]. 
LEMMA. IfDjS = Sforsome) ~ l,thenS = aT where Tcontainsonly zerosandones. 
THEOREM 3. If n = 2'(2N + 1), N#-O then the set of S which produce games which 
cycle is at most 2' + 1 independent. 
PROOF. By the lemma, the set of cycles consists of finitely many sets aT. 
By Theorem 2, the family tree of any such T is at most 2' independent. The family tree 
of aT is just a times the family tree of T, yielding sets which are 2' + 1 independent. 
If n #- 2', then 2' + I < n so Theorem 3 implies that most vectors S produce games 
which do not cycle. 
If n = 5 there are 2-independent sets such as a(10000) + P(IIIII) which produce 
cycling games. If n = 6, a(100000) + P(lOlOlO) + J(111111) is 3-independent and 
produces a cycle. Such simple examples show that the bound 2' + 1 in Theorem 3 is often 
attained. 
Theorem 3 does not cover the case n = 2', but trivially the set of S which produces games 
which cycle is at most 2' independent. We note that the only possible cycle for n equal to 
a power of 2 is the trivial cycle of all zeros. This suggests that if n = 2', almost all games 
should terminate. In the next section we show that for n = 4 the set of games which do not 
terminate is only 2-independent. The case n = 2 is of course trivial, all games terminating 
in two steps. 
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3. THE FOUR NUMBER GAME 
As noted in the introduction, the result of this section is not new, but the proof is 
somewhat shorter than those previously published [7], [8]. 
THEOREM 4. The four number game generated by S terminates unless S is equivalent to 
Ct(r3, r, r, 1) + P(I, 1, 1, 1) where r is the positive root off(x) = X3 - X2 - x-I = 0. 
PROOF. Let So = S, D8; = 8;+ I for j ?: 0, and 8; = (Wj' Xj' Yj' Zj)' First note that for 
every j, Wj > Xj > Yj > Zj where by equivalence we may assume Wj is the maximum element 
of 8; . To see this we argue as follows. Let a, b, c .. . denote real numbers of any size. To 
denote numbers whose relative sizes are known, we will use aj where ai > ai _I' Assume 
some 8; = T = (w, x , y, z) does not satisfy W > x > Y > z. By possible permuation or 
reversal, T must have one of the forms: 
TI = (a4 , a2, a3' a l) or T2 = (a4 , a3, ai ' a2) or T3 = (a4 , a2, ai ' a3)' 
Then DTI = (a4 - ai ' a4 - a2, a3 - a2, a3 - al), D2TI = (b, a2 - ai' C, a2 - a,). 
Similarly D2T2 = D2T3 = (b, a3 - az' c, a3 - a2). 
Thus, in all cases D2T = (b, a, c, a). Hence D3T = (d, d, e, e) , D4T = (J, 0, J, 0), 
D5T = (J, J, f, f) and D6T = (0, 0, 0, 0). 
Thus wj+' = Wj - Zj' xj+' = Wj - Xj' Yj +' = Xj - Yj' Zj +' = Yj - Zj and Wj = Xj + 
Yj + Zj for j ?: 1. (Note: The last equation may not hold for j = 0.) We then have: 
3Wj+2 - Zj+2 = 3(wj+, - ZJ+I ) - ( Yj +, - Zj+ l) 
3(wj - Zj) - 2(Yj - z) - (Xj - Y) = 3wj - Zj - Yj - Xj = 2wj . 
Similarly, Xj' Yj' Zj satisfy the same recurrence relation, whose characteristic polynomial is 
X3 + 2X2 - 2 = f(x + 1). The eigenvalues are q = r - 1, A and A where 1..1.1 = 1·54 .... 
Hence, each of the sequences {wj}, {xj}, { Yj}, {Zj } must be of the form c, qj + C2A.1 + C2A j 
for appropriate c, and c2 • However, each of these sequences is nonincreasing, and 1..1.1 > 1, 
so C2 = 0. 
Therefore, Wj = w,qj - '; Xj = x ,qj-'; Yj = y,qj- ' and Zj = z,qj-'. 
Now X2 =Xlq=WI -X" Y2 = Ylq= X'- YI' Z2 =qZI= YI-ZI so W, = 
(q + I)x, = rxl , XI = rYI and YI = rz i • Therefore SI is a multiple of (r3, r2, r, I). If 
S, = b(r3, r2, r, I) then So = (b /(r - I»(r3, r2, r, I) + P(l , 1, I, 1) = Ct(r3, r 2, r, 1) + 
P(l, I, I, 1) as claimed. If P # 0, So has no parent. If P = 0, So has the same form as SI 
and the argument can be repeated. 
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